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CINEMA

The director of Lord of the Rings returns with
another accomplished epic. This time Peter
Jackson fulfils his dream of remaking the classic
1933 monster movie, only now it's bigger, badder
and much more brutal.

The big ape is back, running rampage across the
big screen and into the imagination of a new
generation.

Beginning in Manhattan's urban jungle during
the 1930s Depression, the public hunger for the
spectacular amidst their despair and degradation.
Struggling actress Ann Darrow (Naomi Watts)
reluctantly accepts a role in a movie directed by
Carl Denham (Jack Black).

Only after that learning Jack
Driscoll (Adrien Brody), has written it
does she join the crew searching for the
mysterious Skull Island. Denham is
determined to make the greatest movie
on earth there, and the adventure that
follows will change all their lives
forever.

King Kong utilises all of its three-
hour runtime as we're transported
from Manhattan's backstreets to the
lethal wonders of Skull Island.

There's plenty of time to get to know
and care for the characters before the
big ape arrives and, when Kong
appears, the escapism takes hold and
doesn't let go until the final second.

It helps that the actors are also lost
in the moment, making it much easier

to believe in stampeding dinosaurs and terrifying
insects the size of dogs.

The real test is Kong himself, and he doesn't
disappoint either. Appearing slightly smaller than
his original incarnation, he retains his bestial
ferocity while revealing a more thoughtful side as
well.

There are several beautiful moments of him and
Ann watching the sunset, highlighting that beauty
really can tame the beast.

A B-Movie with a big heart, it's also an epic battle
as nature and man collide in spectacular fashion.
Jackson scores a huge hit with this monster of a
movie.–JN

Monster of a 
movie
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■ King Kong (12A)

CRASH (15)

A multiple-car crash
investigation headed by Detective
Graham Waters (Don Cheadle,
Ocean’s 11 & 12, Hotel Rwanda),
forces an in-depth examination of
a series of dramatic events
involving a multicultural cross
section of LA residents from the
previous thirty-six hours.

The chain of events is triggered
when the district attorney, Richard
Cabot (Brendan Fraser, The Quiet
American, Gods and Monsters)
and his wife Jean (Sandra Bullock,
Murder By Numbers, 28 Days),
have their car hijacked at gunpoint
by two young black men, Peter
(Larenz Tate, Ray, A Man Apart)

and Anthony (Chris ‘Ludacris’
Bridges, 2Fast 2Furious).

In another incident, veteran
LAPD cop (Matt Dillon, Wild
Things) takes out his racist
frustrations in a horrific abuse of
power on an affluent and innocent
black couple (Thandie Newton,
Mission: Impossible II) in full view
of his young and disapproving
partner (Ryan Phillippe, Gosford
Park, Cruel Intentions). Elsewhere,
a distrusting Iranian shop-owner
engages in a tense argument with
the Mexican locksmith who has
just given him some friendly
advice about his security
arrangements.

As the night wears on these
chance encounters prove their

drastic significance for everyone
involved. Each of them must face
up to the consequences that their
actions have had for others, but
also to the surprising revelations
they discover about themselves
and their prejudices.

Packed with special features on
DVD, Crash includes a
commentary by Paul Haggis, Don
Cheadle and Bobby Moresco, a
behind-the-scenes featurette, and
a bonus music video.

Witness the wreckage that
human prejudice can create in
one of the most intelligent and
thought-provoking films of the year
and ask yourself the question – do
you know who you are? 

■ Peter Jackson was paid $20 million to direct this film, the highest salary
ever paid to a film director in advance of production.
■ On April Fools’ Day, 2005, Jackson posted an elaborate practical joke,
which he posted on a web diary at www.kongisking.net. He "revealed" that
they were already starting production on King Kong: Son Of Kong and King
Kong: Into the Wolf's Lair. Both films, supposedly to be released in 2006,
contained the principal characters riding Son of Kong, strapping machine
guns to his back and fighting Hitler's genetically mutated creatures. The film
was going to be produced under the banner of "Big Primate Productions".
Peter Jackson has been known to pull pranks of this sort before; see
Forgotten Silver (1995) (TV).
■ Jackson owns a number of props from the original King Kong and put
some of the items from his collection into this film.
Andy Serkis had 132 sensors attached to his face so that his every facial
expression could be captured and shown on King Kong's face.
■ Besides studying wild gorillas in Rwanda, Andy Serkis also developed a
close friendship with a female gorilla called Zaire at a zoo near London.
■ The hand-cranked motion-picture camera carried around by Black's Carl
Denham, the movie maker, is an actual antique Bell & Howell 2709 which is
also the same type of camera used in the original King Kong in 1933.
■ Weta Workshops created eight variations of animal excrement and even
researched the manure of tigers and camels.
Shipped to cinema under the name "Tiny Dancer". For added security, the
8th reel of this film was shipped separately from the rest of the print.
■ The first movie to release a DVD *before* it premièred in theatres, it is
actually a production diary with other features, practically a “special edition”
DVD of the movie without the movie itself on it.
■ The conductor seen in the theatre where Kong is on display to a large
audience is Howard Shore.
■ When Jack Driscoll goes into the hold for the first time, you can see a sign
that says "Sumatran Rat Monkey", the animal that causes all the undead in
Peter Jackson's Braindead (1992).
■ Peter Jackson originally wanted to make this film immediately after The
Frighteners (1996/I). When the rights got tied up, he moved on to The Lord
of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001), using the ghost effects he
developed for King Kong. After the tremendous success of the trilogy,
Jackson was finally able to make the film.
■ Alex Norton was offered a role but had to pass because the dates clashed
with a TV project.
■ Sylvester McCoy screentested for a role.
■ Fay Wray was in negotiations to appear in the film before she died.
Jackson wanted her to deliver the legendary last line: "Oh no, it wasn't the
airplanes. It was beauty killed the beast."
■ In at least one scene that takes place in a diner, Naomi Watts wears a hat
that is Jackson's tribute to Fay Wray's hat in the original King Kong.
■ The two models of the carnivorous Brontosaurus from the original 1933
movie were used for reference in creating a creature for a similar dinosaur
sequence in this movie.
■ During production, Peter Jackson hosted a video production diary, made
specifically for the fan website, kongisking.net. Diary "entries", posted every
two to three days, were filmed by staff members of the website and gave an
exclusive look at the production of the film, with other cast and crew
members often acting as "guides". Eventually visitors to the website were
invited to email in questions to potentially be answered in future videos.
■ The studio in Wellington, New Zealand, was located very close to the local
airport, so planes flying overhead often posted problems while shooting
outside on the backlot.
■ The film is appropriately set in 1933, the same year the original film was
released.
■ King Kong is being described as 25 feet tall on his hind legs by the
makers of this version, half as tall as the filmmakers of the 1933 described
their “50-foot” Kong. However, in proportion to people and objects in that film,
the original Kong was actually around the same height (20-25 feet) as the
new Kong.
■ Andy Serkis studied gorillas in Africa in preparation for his performance as
King Kong .
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